The enclitic pronominal suffixes in Neo-Mandaic are affixed to nouns and prepositions via two separate strategies. Nearly all nouns and prepositions inherited directly from Classical Mandaic take pronominal suffixes directly. All loanwords, and an extremely circumscribed set of original Mandaic words, receive pronominal suffixes after an enclitic particle, -d-. Rudolph Macuch suggested in his Handbook of Classical and Modern Mandaic that this particle is derived from the Classical Mandaic relative pronoun, d-. The evidence, however, suggests that this particle is an innovation, which ultimately derives from the metathesis of the final two root consonants of Classical Mandaic qam / qadmia 'to, for' (Neo-Mandaic qam / qamdi-), from which it spread by analogy to new lexical items.
Note that the head noun of the phrase appears in the emphatic state. This is always the case, even when the word has been borrowed from another language and thus would not otherwise appear in the emphatic state. The relative pronoun ∂-also appears after two of the interrogative pronouns in Classical Mandaic:
CM manu ∂-who is the one that … CM mahu ∂-which is the one that … 3
All traces of this latter function of the relative pronoun have completely disappeared from Neo-Mandaic (NM). It is attested in the former function, but in this capacity it is restricted to classicizing constructions (e.g. NM Ìakima d-Sustar 'the governor of Shushtar', from Arabic Ìakim 'governor') and a few frozen expressions borrowed directly from the classical language. Beyond these few exceptions, this function has been completely assumed by the construct state: Neo-Mandaic differs from Classical Mandaic in this regard only with loan words and certain prepositions, to which the pronominal suffixes are not affixed directly, but instead follow an enclitic particle -d-. At first glance, it is tempting to identify this enclitic -d-with the relative pronoun ∂-, and this is precisely what Rudolf Macuch suggested in his Handbook, despite the fact that the former particle was completely unknown in the classical language. 7 The process by which the enclitic -d-could derive from the relative pronoun ∂-, at precisely the time when the latter was disappearing from the language, is not immediately clear. It is clear, however, that the similarity between relative ∂-and enclitic -d-is superficial, for the enclitic -d-invariably follows the construct state of the noun, while the relative ∂-invariably follows the emphatic state. I propose that the enclitic particle -d-represents an innovation in the modern language completely unrelated to the relative particle ∂-of the classical language.
Three broad categories of prepositions exist in Neo-Mandaic. The first, the preclitic prepositions, are already attested in the classical language. These take pronominal suffixes in Classical Mandaic but appear only before nouns in the modern dialect. The second category consists of independent prepositions. Five of these prepositions take pronominal suffixes directly, but the rest (almost all of which are borrowed from Persian or Arabic) take enclitic -d-before pronominal suffixes. The third category of prepositions, all of which take enclitic d-, comprises the compound prepositions, which are largely a feature of the modern language.
The independent prepositions which take pronominal suffixes directly are among the most frequent in the language, and most of them are already attested in Classical Mandaic. In fact, with few exceptions, almost all of the prepositions inherited from Classical Mandaic take pronominal suffixes directly. The most important exception is the indirect object marker. This marker takes the form qamdi before the third person pronominal suffixes and qam elsewhere. Unlike the other prepositions that take enclitic -d-, this preposition is not only descended from the classical language but also extremely frequent in the modern language. The indirect object marker, NM qam(di)-, which is one of the most common prepositions in Classical and Neo-Mandaic, requires further examination. In Classical Mandaic, this preposition, which is cognate with qammê in Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic (BTA), takes all pronominal suffixes directly. The forms with attached pronominal suffixes (e.g. qadmu 'before them') preserve the medial d of the original root (*qadm-), which is also retained in other CM forms (qudam 'in front of ', qadmia 'before') derived from this same root.
Metathesis is a common feature of Mandaic phonology, particularly between the final two root consonants of the basic Semitic tri-radical root, and especially when these two segments consist of a stop and a sonorant. 10 The form of the indirect object marker found before the third person pronominal suffixes derives from CM qadmia. The mod-8 In the written language, the CM preposition ¨m has the meaning 'with', which it shares with CM mn 'from; with'. In the spoken language, both have been replaced in this meaning by orke; however, NM ¢m-(the reflex of CM ¨m) has been reinterpreted as the enclitic equivalent of min, which can only mean 'from' in Neo-Mandaic.
9 A cognate, CM binia, cs. binat-, is the Classical Mandaic form. 10 A few examples from Mandaic include the CM verbal roots ZHL (from *ZLÎ) 'to pour'; HQL (from *ÎLQ) 'to slide', YDL (from *YLD) 'to bring forth', and so forth; see Macuch, Handbook, 54. In each of these examples, the metathesis involves the exchange of a stop and a sonorant, exactly as in QDM. This is also frequently the case among Arabic loanwords with final consonant clusters consisting of a stop and a sonorant; cf. NM qolf from Arab. qufl 'padlock'; see Macuch, Handbook, 22. ern reflex of this root, NM qamdi, reflects the metathesis of these two segments, against the expected **qadmi. The other forms are directly inherited from CM qam. As the second root consonant of the preposition *qadm-had disappeared in the independent forms (presumably deleted to avoid a final consonant cluster), but reappeared whenever pronominal suffixes were attached, it is likely that the modern forms (qamde, etc.) are likewise the result of metathesis.
While this hypothesis explains the form qamd-before pronominal suffixes, the origins of the enclitic -d-remain obscure. The most plausible origin for this particle requires the metanalysis of the new form qamd-, which was divided into the independent preposition NM qam and a separate particle -d-. The new morpheme was subsequently extended to the other prepositions through analogy: The first category of prepositions and the most basic of the second category of prepositions remained resistant to the analogical change, which is consistent with Jerzy Kury¥owicz's Second Law of Analogy.
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The newly minted compound prepositions, and all prepositions borrowed from other languages, succumbed to the analogy, as did many other loanwords which were subsequently borrowed. With very few exceptions, however, the core vocabulary of Neo-Mandaic, inherited from the classical language, did not succumb to this analogy. For example, NM farwah 'thanks' 12 generally takes the pronominal suffixes directly, e.g. NM farwahaÈ 'thank you (m. sg.)'. As a second-order response, however, it takes the enclitic -d-:
FarwahaÈ Thank you! Speaker 2:
Farwah-daÈ No, thank you!
